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By Marleen van der Most 
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials: 
Craftables: CR1263 (Trellis 
panel), CR1355 (Grass), 
CR1393 (Punch die-Vegetable 
garden), CR1395 (Seed pocket 
and garden tools), CR1396 
(Vines), CR1397 (Garden soil), 
Creatables: LR0260 (Wheel 
barrow and Watering can), 
LR0313 (Stable door), LR0316 
(Boots and Boxwood), LR0374 
(Garden rake), Die-cut and 
embossing machine, Clear 

stamps: PL1523 (Flowers), Inkpads: Docrafts Artiste metallic ink, 
Memento tuxedo black, Distress ink: walnut stain, Decoration 
paper: CA3127 (silver), Design paper: PK9109 (Kraft), PK9142 
(Après Ski, wood design used), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft: 
grey (322), brown (323), black (324) and green (328), Original: 
dark purple (905), orange (911), red (918), pearly white (930), 
Christmas red (943), mustard yellow (948), blue (955) and army 
green 9 54), Distress tool, Hole punch, Red ribbon, Wax cord: 
red, Gel pen: white, Brad: silver, Fine liner: black

By Marleen van der Most 
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards: 
Craftables: CR1354 (Punch-die-Butterfl y), CR1355 (Grass), Die-cut and embossing machine, Clear stamps: PL1523 (Flowers), Inkpad: 
Memento tuxedo black, Design paper: PK9144 (Country Flowers), Papicolor card Original: heather (922), pearly white (930), army 
green (954), mustard green (960), Snow paper: CA3104, Distress tool, Hole punch

Trace the pattern onto kraft and cut out.
Cut 4.5 x 10 cm blue card, work the edges with the distress tool 
and layer onto the high part at the back of the card.
Die-cut the trellis panel from white, place it between the card 
partially and then layer onto the blue card.

Die-cut the branches, tomatoes and watering can and adhere 
over the trellis panel in a playful way. Hang the watering can at 
the top. Cut 7 x 13 cm design paper with a wood pattern, work 
the edges with the distress tool and adhere to the largest part of 
the card.

Die-cut the door from design paper and work with ink. Adhere 
pieces of red ribbon behind the window and cover the rest of the 
window with kraft paper. Push a silver-coloured brad through the 
door to make a door knob and adhere to the card.

Die-cut grass from army green and adhere next to the door on 
the low part. Die-cut the wheel-barrow and place in front. Die-
cut another piece of grass from recycled green kraft and place 
before the wheel barrow using 3D-tape.

Die-cut the soil from two different colours of kraft, work with 
ink and adhere the dark one with glue onto the fi rst ‘step’ of the 
card. Adhere the lighter piece of soil in front using 3D-glue.
Die-cut the other parts and adhere them to the card and fi nish 
off.

Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1423 (Picket 
fence), Craftables: CR1394 (Punch 
die-Flower garden), Design folder: 
DF3433 (Butterfl ies), Inkpad: 
Versacraft: 138 sky blue, Papicolor 
card Original: blossom (934), lilac 
(937), blue (955), Diamond gems: 

JU0938 (light blue and blue), Wax cord: pink

Cut a 15 x 10.5 cm white single-fold card and layer 14.5 x 10 
cm blue on top. Cut 14 x 9.5 cm design paper and work the 
edges with a distress tool. Cut 11.5 x 7 cm blue card, work 
the edges with the distress tool and blue ink. Emboss the 
butterfl ies and adhere.
Die-cut mustard green grass and adhere.

Die-cut the fence from white card and adhere with 3D-tape. 
Die-cut another strip of grass, this time an army green one 
and adhere. Finish off the card with a text, fl owers and 
butterfl ies.
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Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1265 (Bird 
pergola), CR1266 (Bird trellis), 
CR1395 (Seed pocket and Garden 
tools), CR1396 (Vines), Clear 
stamps: CS0972 (Van, voor en 
tegoedbon), Distress ink: pumice 
stone, walnut stain, Decoration 
paper: CA3127 (silver), Papicolor 
card: Recycled kraft grey (322), 
Original: silver grey (902), light 
pink (923), blossom (934) and 
lilac (937), Diamond gems: 
JU0937 (light pink and pink), 
Wax cord: white

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1393 (Punch die-
Vegetable garden), CR1395 (Seed 
pocket and Garden tools), CR1396 
(Vines), CR1397 (Garden soil), 
Design folder: DF3434 (Clouds), 
Distress ink: pumice stone, 
walnut stain, Inkpad: Versacraft: 
138 sky blue, Papicolor card: 
Recycled kraft: grey (322) and 

brown (323), Original: silver grey (902) and baby blue (956), 
Diamond gems: JU0938 (light blue and blue), Wax cord: brown, Gel 
pen: black

Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1423 (Picket 
fence), COL1424 (Tree), 
Craftables: CR1394 (Punch die-
Flower garden), Papicolor card: 
Recycled kraft: grey (322) and 

brown (323), Original: blossom (934), lilac (937) and blue (955), 
Diamond gems: JU0937 (light pink and pink), Wax cord: purple

Work the edges of the design paper with a distress tool. 
Cut a 30 x 15 cm pearly white strip and score folds at 7.5 cm 
and 22.5 cm. 
- Adhere to the two fl aps on the sides: 
light pink 14.5 x 7 cm, design paper 14 x 6.5 cm and blue 
design paper 13 x 5.5 cm. 
- Adhere to the centre: 
light pink 14.5 x 14.5 cm, design paper 14 x 14 cm and blue 
design paper 13 x 13 cm. 

Die-cut grass from silver grey, design paper and army green.
Die-cut the pergola and trellis panels from pearly white. 
Adhere the grass layered together with the die-cut shapes in 
between. Die-cut the branches from design paper and army 
green and adhere. Finish off the card as shown.

Die-cut the gift bag from kraft and decorate with a strip of 
design paper and a text and punch holes in the top using a 
hole punch. Die-cut the small card from white, layer design 
paper on top and stamp a text. Tie together with a ribbon.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm top-fold card and mount 14.5 x 14.5 cm 
design paper on top. Adhere a 15 x 2.5 cm strip of green 
design paper on the right-hand side.
Cut 12 x 12 cm pearly white.
Cut 11.5 x 11.5 cm baby blue, emboss the clouds and work 
the edges with the distress tool and blue ink. Adhere the 
layers to the card.

Die-cut the trellis panel from kraft. Die-cut the grass from 
army green. Die-cut the soil from recycled grey and brown 
kraft and work with ink.
Adhere the layers to the card, the dark soil with glue and the 
lighter soil with 3D-tape.
Work off the card.

Work the edges of the design paper with a distress tool.
Cut a 23.5 x 13.5 cm pearly white strip, score folds at 8.5 cm 
and 13.5 cm.
Adhere the following layers:
- left-hand side: blue card 8 x 13 cm and design paper 
7.5 x 12.5 cm.
- centre: blue card 4.5 x 13 cm and design paper 
4 x 12.5 cm.
- right-hand side: blue card 9.5 x 13 cm and design 
paper 9 x 12.5 cm.

Die-cut 2x grass from mustard green and adhere along the 
bottom of the card. Die-cut two trees and adhere the fi rst 
one to the panel on the right-hand side. Adhere the leaves 
using glue and 3D-tape. Die-cut the fence 2x from recycled 
grey kraft and adhere together. Then make folds at 11.5 cm 
and 5 cm and adhere the end with 3D-tape to the card (the 
central part may not be adhered).

Adhere the second tree in front of the fence on the left-hand 
side of the card. Adhere these leaves with glue and 3D-tape 
too. Die-c ut the grass 2x grass with army green and adhere.
Finish off the card.



By Neline Plaisier
neline-mycardcreations.blogspot.com

General instructions:
Draw a border of clouds and cut out to use as a template. Dab distress ink tumbled glass onto the stamped images along the edges 
of template. Keep replacing the template to create a blue cloudy sky.
Die-cut the cloud from PCP and work the edge after die-cutting with distress ink tumbled glass. 
Die-cut COL1323 twice from design paper for the fl ower tuft and twice CR1245 from recycled green kraft. Place an adhesive pearl in 
the heart of the fl ower. Tie a bow from rope and adhere under the fl ower tuft.

Materials used for all cards:
Collectables: COL1323 (Flower set, smallest size), Craftables: CR1245 (Tiny’s Swirls and Leaves 3), Die-cut and embossing machine, 
Distress ink: tumbled glass, Inkpad: Archival jet black, Design paper: PK9144 (Country Flowers), Perfect Colouring Paper (PCP), 
Papicolor card: Original pearly white (930), Recycled kraft: grey (322) and green (328), Copic markers, Jute twine: JU0839 (01), 
Diamond gems: JU0937 (light pink and pink)

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1345 
(Flower pot, label used), 
COL1346 (Garden tools), 
Craftables: CR1352 (Basic 
shapes-Label), CR1391 (Basic 
shapes-Ticket), Design folder: 
DF3433 (Butterfl ies), Clear 
stamps: HT1603 (Luchtpost/
Airmail), HT1612 (Hetty’s 

border-Vegetables), HT1613 (Hetty’s border-Meadow fl owers), 
HT1614 (Hetty’s Garden animals), Papicolor card: Metallic (334), 
Recycled kraft brown (323), Sandpaper: fi ne

Cut a 17 x 12 cm top-fold card from kraft. Cut 16.25 x 11.25 cm 
design paper and mat on pearly white. Cut an 11 x 10.75 cm 
light blue rectangle, emboss the butterfl ies and sand them down 
lightly. Die-cut the ticket 2x from design paper. 

Die-cut the labels (CR1352 and COL1345) from design paper. 
Stamp the text onto the smallest label. Die-cut the garden tools 
from silver-coloured card and brown kraft. Tie the small label 
and the garden tools to the larger label.

Die-cut a 15 x 10.25 cm rectangle from PCP, stamp the images 
and colour them in. Stamp the caterpillar, colour in and cut out. 
Adhere to the card raised with 3D-glue/tape.
Finish off with a fl ower tuft.
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Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1385 (Eline’s 
Sheep), Clear stamps: CS0985 
(Eendje voor jou), Design 
folder: DF3433 Butterfl ies), 
Clear stamps: HT1613 (Hetty’s 
border-Meadow fl owers), 
HT1615 (Hetty’s Ducks), 
Inkpad: Archival cornfl ower 

blue

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm single-fold card from kraft. 
Cut 13.75 x 11 cm and 13.75 x 3.75 cm design paper. Layer both 
rectangles on a 14 x 14 pearly white square.
Cut 13 x 10 cm and 12 x 9.5 cm design paper. Emboss butterfl ies 
in the small rectangle and sand them down lightly.

Cut a 13.5 x 11 cm rectangle from PCP. Stamp the images and 
colour them in.
Die-cut the cloud 2x from PCP and adhere to the card raised 
with 3D-kit/tape.
Cut the label from PCP and design paper. Stamp the text. 
Finish off with a fl ower tuft.
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Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1385 (Eline’s 
Sheep), Craftables: CR1352 
(Basic shapes-Label), CR1391 
(Basic shapes-Ticket), Design 
folder: DF3434 (Clouds), Clear 
stamps: CS0984 (Alle eendjes), 
HT1613 (Hetty’s Border-
Meadow fl owers), HT1615 

(Hetty’s Ducks), Inkpad: Archival cornfl ower blue

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm single-fold card from kraft. Cut 13.75 x 
13.75 cm design paper and mat on pearly white card. Die-cut 
the ticket from design paper. Cut 12.75 x 13.25 cm design 
paper. Place a rolled up length of rope partially behind.

Cut a 12.25 x 12.75 cm rectangle from PCP, emboss the clouds 
in the top half and colour them in with Copic markers. Stamp 
the images and colour them in. Die-cut the cloud from PCP. Die-
cut the ticket from PCP too, stamp the images and colour them 
in. Adhere to the card raised with 3D-kit/tape.

Die-cut the label 2x from design paper, stamp the text. Tie a 
length of rope through the labels.
Stamp the bees, colour them in and cut out. Adhere to the card 
raised with 3D-kit/tape. Finish off with a fl ower tuft.
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Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1346 (Garden 
tools), COL1385 (Eline’s 
Sheep), Craftables: CR1391 
(Basic shapes-Ticket), Design 
folder: DF3434 (Clouds), Clear 
stamps: HT1603 (Luchtpost/
Airmail), HT1612 (Hetty’s 
border-Vegetables), HT1613 

(Hetty’s Border-Meadow fl owers), HT1614 (Hetty’s Garden 
animals), Sandpaper: fi ne

Cut a 14 x 14 cm top-fold card from kraft. Cut 13.25 x 13.25 cm 
design paper and mat on pearly white. Cut 12.25 x 12.25 cm 
from blue design paper, emboss the clouds and sand them down 
lightly. Die-cut the ticket from design paper.

Die-cut the cloud 2x from PCP. Cut a 15 x 9.25 cm rectangle 
from PCP, stamp the images and colour them in. 
Stamp the mouse and butterfl ies, colour them in and cut out. 
Adhere to the card with 3D-glue. Mat the images on design 
paper. 
Die-cut the garden tools from kraft and silver-coloured card. 
Cut a label from design paper and stamp the text. Finish off 
with a fl ower tuft.
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By Astrid Schipper
astridschipper.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Die-cut and embossing machine, Design paper: PK9144 (Country Flowers), Papicolor card: Metallic 330 (pearlwhite), Ribbon: JU0924 
(tulle) and satin, Adhesive pearls

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR455 (Classic 
border), LR0456 (Butterfl y 
border), Design Folder DF3433 
(Butterfl ies), Decoupage sheet 
EWK1247 (Country Flowers-
Spring), Card: blue

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0265 (Fan), 
LR0456 (Butterfl y border), 
Clear stamps: PL1524 (Project 
NL), Decoupage sheet: 
EWK1248 (Country Flowers-
Bouquets), Card: purple, Sweet 
lace: JU0935 (Flowers)

Cut a 13.5 x 22.5 cm white strip and score folds at 4.5 cm and 
18 cm.
Die-cut the border on both sides. Adhere design paper to the 
centre and cut out a 9 cm Ø  circle.
Cut an 11.5 x 11.5 cm card and cut a 9 cm Ø circle from its 
centre too.
Emboss the square with the Design Folder and then adhere 
to the card. Layer a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white square behind the 
aperture, but only apply glue along the bottom and sides to 
leave room for the other card to be placed inside.

Take a 16 x 12.2 cm white strip and die-cut the border at the 
top. Adhere the design paper and then the picture. Place the 
card inside. Finish the card off as shown.

Take a 30 x 16 cm white strip and score folds at 15.5 cm, 18 
cm, 20.5 cm and 29 cm. Adhere the last remaining 1 cm to the 
reverse side of the card. Layer 14.5 x 15 cm design paper to the 
card.
Die-cut/emboss the butterfl y border at the top of 13.5 x 13.5 
cm white card. Then mount 7.8 x 13 cm design paper on top.
 
Adhere the lace and ribbon around the card. Then adhere the 
layers onto the card using 3D-tape.
Die-cut the label and stamp the text. Adhere the label and bow.
Finish off the card with the picture, butterfl ies and bow.
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Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0265 (Fan), 
LR0454 (Anja’s Butterfl y), 
Clear stamps: PL1523 (Project 
NL), Decoupage sheet Mattie’s 
mooiste: MB0164 (Wild 
Flowers), Card: old pink, Sweet 
lace: JU0935 (fl ower)

Cut a 15 x 15 cm white single-fold card. Mount 14.5 x 14.5 cm 
design paper on top with a piece of lace around it. 
Die-cut the largest shape of the template from design paper, 
adhere to white card and trim leaving a narrow border. Die-cut 
the decorative border from white card and layer the picture 
behind. Adhere the layers to the card.
Die-cut/emboss the label from white and stamp the text. Adhe re 
the label and bow to the card.
Finish off the card as shown.13
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